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Jellyfish is an easy to use Java based application designed to use Squid logs and SNMP to monitor Squid proxy server. This tool
will give you an exact overview of your server's status and it also gives you the posibility of compiling reports so that you can
have a documented overview in what concernes your  Squid proxy server. Jellyfish Features: * Easy to use, no programming

skills required * Snmp based monitoring * Useful and convenient GUI * Java based application * Very easy to install, without
any trouble! * Monitoring of cache and rate limits * Squid log monitoring * SNMP monitoring Jellyfish Description: Jellyfish is

an easy to use Java based application designed to use Squid logs and SNMP to monitor Squid proxy server. This tool will give
you an exact overview of your server's status and it also gives you the posibility of compiling reports so that you can have a
documented overview in what concernes your  Squid proxy server. Jellyfish Features: * Easy to use, no programming skills

required * Snmp based monitoring * Useful and convenient GUI * Java based application * Very easy to install, without any
trouble! * Monitoring of cache and rate limits * Squid log monitoring * SNMP monitoring Jellyfish Description: Jellyfish is an
easy to use Java based application designed to use Squid logs and SNMP to monitor Squid proxy server. This tool will give you

an exact overview of your server's status and it also gives you the posibility of compiling reports so that you can have a
documented overview in what concernes your  Squid proxy server. Jellyfish Features: * Easy to use, no programming skills

required * Snmp based monitoring * Useful and convenient GUI * Java based application * Very easy to install, without any
trouble! * Monitoring of cache and rate limits * Squid log monitoring * SNMP monitoring Jellyfish Description: Jellyfish is an
easy to use Java based application designed to use Squid logs and SNMP to monitor Squid proxy server. This tool will give you

an exact overview of your server's status and it also gives you the posibility of compiling reports so that you can have a
documented overview in what concernes your  Squid proxy server. Jellyfish Features: * Easy to use, no programming skills
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JellyFish is an easy to use Java based application designed to use Squid logs and SNMP to monitor Squid proxy server. This tool
will give you an exact overview of your server's status and it also gives you the posibility of compiling reports so that you can
have a documented overview in what concernes your  Squid proxy server. JellyFish Description: JellyFish is an easy to use Java
based application designed to use Squid logs and SNMP to monitor Squid proxy server. This tool will give you an exact
overview of your server's status and it also gives you the posibility of compiling reports so that you can have a documented
overview in what concernes your  Squid proxy server. JellyFish is an easy to use Java based application designed to use Squid
logs and SNMP to monitor Squid proxy server. This tool will give you an exact overview of your server's status and it also gives
you the posibility of compiling reports so that you can have a documented overview in what concernes your  Squid proxy server.
JellyFish is an easy to use Java based application designed to use Squid logs and SNMP to monitor Squid proxy server. This tool
will give you an exact overview of your server's status and it also gives you the posibility of compiling reports so that you can
have a documented overview in what concernes your  Squid proxy server. JellyFish is an easy to use Java based application
designed to use Squid logs and SNMP to monitor Squid proxy server. This tool will give you an exact overview of your server's
status and it also gives you the posibility of compiling reports so that you can have a documented overview in what concernes
your  Squid proxy server. JellyFish is an easy to use Java based application designed to use Squid logs and SNMP to monitor
Squid proxy server. This tool will give you an exact overview of your server's status and it also gives you the posibility of
compiling reports so that you can have a documented overview in what concernes your  Squid proxy server. JellyFish is an easy
to use Java based application designed to use Squid logs and SNMP to monitor Squid proxy server. This tool will give you an
exact overview of your server's status and it also gives you the posibility of compiling reports so that you can have a documented
overview in what concernes your  Squid proxy server. JellyFish is an easy to use Java based application designed to use Squid
logs

What's New In Jellyfish?

Jellyfish is an easy to use Java based application designed to use Squid logs and SNMP to monitor Squid proxy server. This tool
will give you an exact overview of your server's status and it also gives you the posibility of compiling reports so that you can
have a documented overview in what concernes your  Squid proxy server. Summary of Changes in Jellyfish 0.6.2.1 - Made a
precompiled Jar file of Jellyfish: Jellyfish-0.6.2.1.jar This version of Jellyfish is a very stable version that does not need any
special configuration or installation. It is just one Jar file with the configurations that Jellyfish needs. - Made improvements on
Jellyfish's text file parsing: Thanks to a suggestion from Joakim Hjertman and aproval from the jellyfish dev team, we have
decided to separate the text file parsing from Jellyfish's main functionalities in order to avoid compromising the main
functionality of Jellyfish. Now, the text file parsing is separated in a plugin that Jellyfish uses when the default configuration
(which uses text files) is not available. As a result of this separation of functions, the default configuration has been rewriten to
use the _nofork_ plugin. - It is now possible to use any number of Squid log directories in Jellyfish's configuration file (e.g., if
you have a single Squid log file in your Squid server, you can use Jellyfish with the same configuration file for Squid logs in
multiple directories). - It is now possible to use multiple Squid log file and access file directories in Jellyfish's configuration file
(e.g., if you have a Squid log file in your Squid server and a separate Squid access log file directory, you can use Jellyfish with
different configuration files for Squid logs in multiple directories). - It is now possible to use a single Squid log file directory
and a separate Squid access log file directory in Jellyfish's configuration file (e.g., if you have a Squid log file directory, you can
use Jellyfish with a Squid log file and a Squid access log file in the same directory). - Jellyfish is now able to compile and
analyze Squid logs and SNMP into a text file or a report (for example, if you want to create a text file to see what's going on in
your Squid server, you can do it in Jellyfish). - It is now possible to use one Squid log and access file directory in Jellyfish's
configuration file (e.g., if you have a Squid log file directory, you can use Jellyfish with Squid logs and access logs in the same
directory). - Jellyfish can now use more files: It is now possible to use any number of Squid log files in Jellyfish's configuration
file (e.g.,
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 7/8 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2GHz Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: 2 GB Dedicated Video Memory DirectX:
Version 9.0 Hard Drive: Approximately 1.5 GB Sound: DirectX-compatible sound card with support for 5.1 Surround Sound
Additional Notes: • All drivers, games and applications must be installed before the application is installed on the computer. •
The NVIDIA game controller and Bluetooth game controller must be connected to the computer for the game to
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